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Abstract 
What a surprising thing is progress! It seems that all the best must be preserved and transmitted to the 
future generations. But no: parallel to this process of accumulation values goes the process of their 
gradual weathering. As a result, one often sees that the subsequent generations do something worse 
than their predecessors. Exactly this is the case with the teaching students to the problem-solving with 
the help of equations. When see how this is doing in modern textbooks, you involuntarily ask yourself: 
Was there, Monsieur Descartes, really? Was there, Sir Newton? Maybe, they were not? In our paper, 
we give some examples showing that we still have much to learn from these great people. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
We begin with a quotation from "Geometry" by Descartes, in which he explains how to get equations 
for the problem-solving, and show that in the quoted text it is said extremely clear and precisely all that 
teacher must teach his students on the application of equations to the problem-solving. After that, we 
give some examples from nowadays educational practice to demonstrate how Descartes' words help 
to exclude some pedagogical mistakes in mathematics teaching. 

After that, we turn to another remarkable book, "Universal Arithmetic" by Sir Isaac Newton. The ability 
to translate the conditions of problems expressed in words into the language of equations is 
considered one of the most important skills that should be mastered by mathematics students. 
However, it is well known that many students these skill are given with great difficulty. So useful is for 
each teacher of mathematics to get acquainted with the book by Newton in which he, among other 
things, pays much attention to the translation conditions of the problems from the "verbal" language to 
the language of algebra. We will give the passage from Newton's book, very useful in this attitude, and 
demonstrate the exceptional usefulness of Newton's advice on a number of examples from the 
modern practice of mathematics teaching. 

2 DESCARTES 

2.1 Descartes on equations 
The idea of using equations for solving geometric problems belongs to French mathematician Rene 
Descartes (1596-1650). Prior to him, the equations were expressed in geometric language and solved 
by geometric methods. This way, in particular, Cardano got what is now called the "Cardano formula". 
Let's quote with a few changes the excerpt from the book of Descartes "Geometry" [1, p. 304], in 
which he explains 

How to obtain equations for solving problems 

If you want to solve a problem, you should first consider it as already solved and give names to 
all the quantities that are necessary to solve it, to those that are unknown as well as to those 
that are known. Then, without making any distinction between these unknowns and known 
quantities, one has to look at the difficulty, following the order that shows most naturally how 
they mutually depend on each other, until a means is found to express one and the same 
quantity in two ways: this is what is called an equation, because the terms obtained by one of 
these two methods are equal to the terms obtained by the other. And it is necessary to find so 
many similar equations, how many unknown quantities were proposed. Or, if you cannot find 
them that much and if, nevertheless, nothing is omitted from the required in the question, then 
this shows that the question is not completely defined. In this case, for all unknown quantities, to 
which no equations correspond, we can take arbitrary known quantities. 
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In this remarkable text, everything that the mathematics teacher must teach his students about the 
application of equations to the solution of problems is stated with the utmost precision and precision. 
Let us illustrate this with examples. 

2.2 Examples on Descartes from today’s practice 
PROBLEM. The cube is inscribed in the sphere, and the sphere is again in the cube. Find the ratio of 
the volumes of these spheres. 

We suggest this problem to students for solving and observe their actions. Students cannot begin their 
solutions. We are trying to find out what's stopping them. They answer: "Nothing is given." – And what 
would you like to be given? – Well, for example, the radius of the first sphere. – So, let's designate it 
somehow, for example, R. – And then we hear the question: “Whether R is given?”. 

This question shows that the students have not yet explained what Descartes once said: 

give names to all the quantities that are necessary for solution, to those that are unknown as 
well as to those that are known.. 

Another example. Suggest to the student the  

PROBLEM: Two vertices of the square lie on a circle of radius R, the other two - on a tangent to it; Find 
the length of the side of the square. 

After some preliminary work, we came to the following drawing, 

 
Fig. 1. Circle and square. 

looking at which the student writes: 

 

Crosses out. Writes  

. 

Crosses out. He says: "It does not work out". – What does not work? – It is not expressed. "What is 
not expressed?" – What we need to find: a. 

As you can see, the student is looking for a ready expression for the desired value. He believes that 
the sought for value must immediately be directly expressed through data, and is aimed at finding 
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exactly such an expression. He was not explained that it is necessary to search for not a ready-made 
expression for the sought-for value, but, 

a means to express the same quantity in two ways. 

And one needs to do this 

without making any distinction between unknown and known quantities. 

If the pupil understood this, he would have seen that he twice passed by the decision, that the task 
was essentially solved by him when he wrote the first or the second equation. 

But for this, he had to in still a set-up to search for not a ready expression of the sought-for value 
through known, but equations. Then he would gradually develop and the desire to "review the 
difficulty" not as it come out, but 

following to the order that shows in the most natural way, how they mutually depend on each 
other. Then, instead of his equality, he would certainly write another, more natural and 
convenient for further work one 

 

Let's illustrate this situation with one more example. 

PROBLEM. The sides of the triangle have lengths of 13, 14 and 15 units. Find the lengths of the 
projections of smaller sides to the larger. 

Let h be the height drawn to the larger side, m and n are the larger and smaller projections, 
respectively.  

 
Fig. 2. Heron’s triangle. 

It is necessary to find the lengths of the segments m and n. The desire to obtain ready-made 
expressions for the unknown quantities leads to equalities 

  

and from them to the equation 

 

In principle, we can find h from this equation, and then find the required lengths. 

Let us recall, however, what Descartes tells us, and let us try to heed his advice. 

It is necessary to find a means to express one value in two ways. We did this with the length of the 
larger side: one expression for it was given to us (15 units), the other we found, we got equality. But is 
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there a more natural equality? – It is. The height of the original triangle enters immediately into two 
right-angled triangles. Expressing it from both triangles, we obtain a more convenient equality 

 . 

But this is not the limit. It is better to express in two ways not the height, but its square, and then we 
get an equation without radicals, which permits us to find easily what we need. 

A very convenient means of obtaining equations is provided by the coordinate method. Particularly 
vivid impressions leave solutions to those problems in the initial formulation of which nothing is said 
about the coordinates. Now we give an example of such a problem. 

PROBLEM. Two mutually perpendicular chords with a length of 12 cm and 16 cm pass through the point 
of the circle. Find the radius of the circle tangent to the given circle and given chords. 

It is quite problematic to begin a solution of this problem with a correct drawing representing all the 
mentioned elements. Moreover, when the problem be solved, we will see that it is practically 
impossible. Of course, we can draw two mutually perpendicular segments with the beginnings in one 
and the same point; connect remaining ends of these segments, and getting right triangle with the 
circle circumscribed about this triangle. Doing so, we will learn that the radius of the mentioned circle 
is 20 cm. After that, we will see easily that the center of the circle is away to 6 cm and 8 cm from the 
given chords, while the center of the second circle is away from the chords to r cm and r cm, where r 
is the radius of the second circle. This naturally leads to the idea to consider the coordinate system 
with the beginning in the given point and axes going along the given chords. Centers of our circles  
have coordinates 6, 8 and r, r in this system while the distance between them will be 

 OK, but where is equation? To obtain it, let us remark that we have inner tangency 
of the circles. In such a case, the distance between centers equals to the module of the difference 
between radiuses, i. e. . This leads to the equation 

 , 

which gives us . Now we can draw the picture to the problem. 

 
Fig. 3: Circle in circle. 

Looking at this picture we realize that it was impossible to obtain it before the solution was complete. 
(How could we guess that O_1 an O lie on one perpendicular to the long chord?) 
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3 NEWTON 

3.1 Newton on equations 
The ability to translate the conditions of problems expressed in words into the language of equations 
considered one of the most important skills that mathematicians must master. At the same time, it is 
well known that this skill is given to very many students with great difficulty. So it is more useful for 
each mathematics teacher to get acquainted with Newton's "Universal arithmetic" [2], where Newton, 
among other things, pays much attention to translation the conditions of the problem from "verbal" 
language into the language of algebra. Here we give, with minor changes, an excerpt from Newton's 
book (pp. 79-82), which is very useful in this respect. (We retain the features of Newton's 
orthography.) 

How a Question may be brought to an Æquation 

AFTER the Learner has been some Time exercised in managing and transforming Æquations, 
Order requires that he should try his Skill in bringing Questions to an Æquation. And any 
Question being proposed, his Skill is particularly required to denote all its Conditions by so many 
Æquations. To do which, he must first consider whether the Proportions or Sentences in which it is 
express’d, be all of them fit to be denoted in Algebraick Terms, just as we express our 
Conceptions in Latin or Greek Characters. And if so, (as will happen in Questions conversant 
about Numbers or abstract Quantities) then let him give Names to both known and unknown 
Quantities, as far as Occasion requires. And the Conditions thus translated to Algebraick Terms 
will give as many Æquations as are necessary to solve it. 

As if there are required three Numbers in continual Proportion whose Sum is 20, and the Sum 
of their Squares 140; putting x, y, and z, for the Names of the three Numbers sought, the 
Question will be translated out of the Verbal to Symbolical Expression, as follows: 

The Question in Words. The same in Symbols. 
There are sought three Numbers on these Conditions: x,  y, z? 
That they shall be continually proportional. x : y :: y : z, or xz = yy. 
That the Sum shall be 20. x + y + z = 20. 
And the Sum of their Squares 140. xx + yy + zz = 140. 

And so the Question is brought to [these] Æquations, viz, xz  = yy, x + z + y = 20, and xx + yy + 
zz = 140, by the Help whereof x, y, and z, are to be found by the Rules delivered above (in 
previous chapters of his book). 

But you must note, That the Solutions of Questions are (for the most part) so much the more 
expedite and artificial, by how fewer unknown Quantities you have at first. Thus, in the Question 
proposed, putting x for the first Number, and y for the second,  will be the third Proportional; 
which then being put for the third Number, I bring the Question into Æquations, as follows: 

The Question in Words. The same in Symbols. 

There are sought three Numbers in continual Proportion. x,  y,  

That the Sum shall be 20. x + y +  = 20. 

And the Sum of their Squares 140. xx + yy +  = 140. 

Take another Example. A certain Merchant encreases his Estate yearly by a third Part, abating 
l00 pounds which he spends yearly in his Family; and after three Years he finds his Estate 
doubled, Query, What he is worth? 

To resolve this, you must know there are [or lie hid] several Proportions, which are all thus found, 
out and laid down. 
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In English Algebraically 
A Merchant has an Estate. x   

Out of  which  the  first Year expends 100 pounds 100x −  
And augments the rest by one third. 100

3100 xx −− + , or 4 400
3
x−   

And the second Year expends 100 pounds. 4 400
3 100x− − , or 4 700

3
x−  

And augments the rest by a one third. 4 700 4 700
3 9
x x− −+ , or 16 2800

9
x−  

And so the third Year expends 100 pounds. 16 2800
9 100x− − , or 16 3700

9
x−  

And by the rest gains likewise one third Part. 16 3700 16 3700
9 27
x x− −+ , or 64 14800

27
x−  

And he becomes [at length] twice as rich as at first. 64 14800
27 2x x− =  

Therefore the Question is brought to this Æquation, , by the Reduction whereof 
you are to find x; viz., Multiply it by 27, and you have 64x − 14800 = 54x; subtract 54x, and there 
remains 10x − 14800 = 0, or 10x = 14800, and dividing by 10, you have x = 14800. Wherefore, 
1480 pounds was his Estate at first, as also his Profit or Gain since. 

You see therefore that to the Solution of Æquetions, which only regard Numbers, or the 
abstracted Relations of Quantities, there is scarce any Thing else required than that the 
Problem be translated out of the English, or any other Tongue it is propos’d in, into the 
Algebraical Language, that is, into Characters fit to denote our Conceptions of the Relations of 
Quantities. But it may sometimes happen, that the Language [or the Words] wherein the State 
of the Question is express’d, may seem unfit to be turn’d into the Algebraical Language; but 
making Use of a few Changes, and attending to the Sense rather than the Sound of the Words, 
the Version will become easy. Thus, the Forms of Speech among [several] Nations have their 
proper idioms; which, where they happen, the Translation out of one into another is not to be 
made literally, but to be determin’d by the Sense. But that I may illustrate these Sorts of 
Problems, and make familiar the Method of reducing them to Equations; and since Arts are 
more easily learn’d by Examples than Precepts, I have thought fit to adjoin, the Solutions of the 
following Problems. 

3.2 Examples on Newton from today’s practice 
PROBLEM. The road from the station to the lake goes first uphill, then downhill. Fishermen on the 
ascent went with a speed of 2 km/h less than on the descent. The distance to the lake the fisherman 
went for 1 hour, and on the way back he spent 5 minutes more than on the way to the lake. Find the 
speed of the fishermen on the ascent and on the descent knowing that the distance from the station to 
the lake is 5 km. 

In words Algebraically 

The road from the station to the lake goes first uphill  km 

then downhill  km 

Fishermen on the ascent went with a speed  km/h 

Of 2 km/h less than on the descent  km/h 
The distance to the lake  km uphill,  km downhill 

fisherman went for  

1 hour  

and on the way back  km uphill,  km downhill 

he spent  

5 minutes more than on the way to the lake  

Find the speed of the fishermen on the ascent and on the descent u and u+2 
knowing that the distance from the station to the lake is 5 km x+y=5 
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Thus, the problem reduces to finding u and u + 2 from the system of equations , 
 и x+y=5. 

Just another  

PROBLEM. December 31, 2014, Sergei took in the bank 6 944 000 rubles on credit at 12.5% per 
annum. The loan repayment schedule is as follows: on December 31 of each following year, the bank 
accrues interest on the remaining amount of debt (that is, it increases the debt by 12.5%), then Sergey 
transfers to the bank x rubles. What should be the amount of x, so that Sergei paid the debt in three 
equal installments (that is, three years)? 

Let us recall Newton's words: "Sometimes it may seem that words expressing the content of a 
question cannot be translated into the language of algebra; but it can be easily done by making small 
changes, and also adhering to more meaning of words than their letters." We make small changes in 
the formulation of the condition of the problem, "sticking more to the meaning of words than their 
letters". Guided by the meaning of the text of the problem, we see that the case was as follows. 

December 31, 2014, Sergei took in the bank 6 944 000 rubles on credit at 12.5% per annum. A year 
later the bank increased the debt by 12.5%, and Sergei transferred to the bank x rubles. And the next 
year the bank increased the debt by 12.5%, and Sergei transferred to the bank x rubles. And a year 
later the bank increased the debt by 12.5%, and Sergei transferred to the bank x rubles, then he fully 
repaid the debt. Find x. 

Now the translation is carried out in much the same way as in the second example from Newton's 
book. 

In words Algebraically 
December 31, 2014, Sergei took in the bank  

6 944 000 rubles on credit at 12.5% per annum  

A year later the bank increased the debt by 12.5%  

and Sergei transferred to the bank x rubles.  

And the next year the bank increased the debt by 12.5%,  

and Sergei transferred to the bank x rubles.  

And a year later the bank increased the debt by 12.5%  

and Sergei transferred to the bank x rubles,  

then he fully repaid the debt. . 

“Therefore the Question is brought to this equation”: ((A·  – x)·  – x)·  – x = 0. 

4 CONCLUSION 
As we see, the thoughts of these great people remain important in our day. Let us tirelessly learn from 
them and thank them for their discoveries! 
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